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Abstract

It seems reasonable, that the desire for a decision rule that works given
a degree of belief that it will do so is in a relation to its value. To un-
cover what this means, Green’s (1890, Vol . 2) analysis of Hume will be
developed:

From a reason you can infer the consequent, from a cause you
cannot infer the effect (Green, Vol I, p201)

That is, reasons will be given for the system of relations being uniform
and coherent, so the presupposition that their value cannot be formally
confirmed will be falsified. Rather the testing of theories will be ground
on the functional relation of their properties. With this in mind, I will
make the case for the decision rules of a scientific method being specula-
tive as opposed to hypothetical. That is, unlike Probability matching (a
critique is presented in Eberhardt & Danks 2011), and the use of the Null
Hypothesis Significance Testing NHST (See Rozeboom, 1960 and Bakan
1966 for critiques and Greco 2010 for support), for the empiricist con-
cept of significance will be weighed against a speculative concept of it. In
opposition to the focus being on a correspondence between the evidence
of the data and the hypothesis, the reliability of the information will be
grounded on a modal concept of significance for the relation of probabil-
ity functions. Significance as such, will not be determined by the agents
belief in a method, as if believing makes it scientific, but the value of the
decision rules criteria given for the belief. I.e. more confidence can be had
for such a method applicable to the problems of imprecise credence, as the
consequence of the wagers risk becomes relevant to a more sophisticated
analysis of the probability functions range (Joyce 2010). This means when
it comes to model the reasons for the Speculative Decision Making SDM
as opposed to NHST, the pragmatics of partial belief(Vickers 2001) will
not confound or negate an interpretation of its absolute value Daskal, 2010
with its relative value within the calculus.
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To understand Green’s concept of inference, it will help to look at Hume’s
hypothesis[9, page 123] (1.4.1, §8):

‘. . . all our reasoning concerning causes and effects are derivd from
nothing but custom; and that belief is more properly an act of the
sensitive, than that of the cognitive part of our natures.’

This suggests that the cognitive part of our natures cannot be modeled on
impressions and ideas. Being based on expectations of habit and feelings the
hypothesis is in opposition to there being reasons which are not determined by
our customs. Instead of being derived from custom it can be assumed that they
are derived from different conceptual understandings; different ways of calculat-
ing probabilities effect the value of our decision making processes. Sensitivity as
such would have no power when it comes to modeling beliefs on the way proba-
bilities are calculated. It cannot be the cause which raises or lowers the chance
of predicting the effect of a decision. With the interpretation of speculative
decision making I am proposing, belief in the sensitivity to ideas or impressions
do not determine the reasons and consequences of such a conceptual under-
standing. Being modeled by Bayesian Rationality [14] the reduction to degrees
of belief ties in with Hume’s hypothesis being ground on the assumption of
inferences having a contingent value. This also seems true if the inference is
from a sample where the frequencies are compared with ones other than those
observed[13]. Such a correspondence is challenged by Green:

‘. . . The right account of the mater is not, that the phenomenon
is but might not be dependent on known conditions, but that it
is dependent on known conditions in conjunction with others still
unknown, an alteration in which, apart from any alteration in the
known, might produce a different phenomena. The qualification of
the necessity of the judgment is also a qualification of its truth.’(Green[5,
§108])

If there is convergence of results for the utility of Bayesian updating with the
rejecting or accepting the null-hypothesis, the reasons for the argument: the
‘. . . reliance on significance testing isnt likely to be a significant source of error
in scientific practice’[7] begs the question of modal determinacy. Rather than
likelihood being just a result, it can be thought of as a reason for the measures of
significance that separate the results for the different ways in which probabilities
can be calculated, so what is actual, necessary and possible for their relation is
also relevant!

Customs based on expectations of habit belong to an understanding that
cannot comprehend what repetition or change means, but

‘Hume was acute enough to see that the mere repetition of the
succession of events makes no difference to it, as a succession of
events;. . . ’(Green[5, p200])
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‘Inference lies, not (as Mill says) in the generalization from observed
instances to all, but (a) in the discovery of real conditions of the
observed instances, (6) in the discovery whether other like instances
are really like. Given the real similarity of other instances, there is
no inference to them.’(Green[5, §119])

From this I take it that the understandings of a dispositions conditions cannot
be recognized by the testing of assumptions called hypothesis as if the reasons
for them are indeterminate. Clearly they are not, for any speculation relying
on the axiom of the uniformity of nature; which

‘. . . is regarded as an assumption that things resembling each other
in a great many points will resemble each other also in others, or
that what has happened often will happen always, that the future
will resemble the past.’(Green[5, 123])

When they don’t uniformity then appears to mean Neyman-Pearson hypothesis
testing based on the presupposition of estimating errors together with Fishers
estimation of likelihoods is a very weak form of analysis when it comes to pop-
ulation dynamics (as can be modeled using iterative and recursive functions).
This would seem to contradict the argument that their theory has any specula-
tive value given its theory becomes self-referential as the hypothesis that it can
be ground on a principle that is invariant.

This also seems not much different from the Bayesian position, where ev-
ery individual has an initial prior probability distribution over the space of
possibilities[3] (E & D 2011). Their relation cannot be determined if it is
merely a case of matching the averages or parameters of some properties to
the assumption of an hypothesis. With this in mind it should be no surprise
to the Bayesians that the distribution of the participants choices was found to
resemble a random sample of the model posterior distribution.( E & D 2011); by
their reasoning the assumption of the hypothesis’ are supposed to correspond to
what the subjects in the test believe, but they don’t! This could be explained
by presupposing that the beliefs should be modeled by the space of possibilities
as opposed to the value of a decision for the choice sets being ground on the way
the sets of probabilities are calculated. Why should the value of their choices be
determined by the proportion of those properties that they believe have already
been observed? Given there is no way of knowing the outcomes of the decision
making heuristic, this would mean the consequence for the choosing a particu-
lar way of making decisions is indeterminate. When the proportion of colored
balls in an urn are unknown, or the movements of an index are unknown, this
is not a reason for any difference of expected outcomes to be of no consequence.
A reduction to degrees of belief cannot be the key, given the choice sets have
a likelihood not determined by a belief. Without a principle, no matter how
many methods are compared, if their relation is merely a mater of chance, the
algorithms which differentiate them could not do so according to the speculative
value of their utility. So much for the rationality of their decision making as a
heuristic!
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Let me introduce what I will call Hegels[8, p415] principle from his remarks on
the laws of thought in the Science of Logic:

‘. . . identity only in union with difference, occurs in every experi-
ence’(p415 SL)

If valid this implies that the degree of belief in a decision rule given Green’s
use of inference can be significant; if a belief in a probability function is low
but the chance of its predictions being right, the consequence is likely to be one
of error. Belief as such does not determine what is a valid inference, as this
is given by the reasons of its conditions. Using the same syntax, but different
well formed formulas (wff’s) as interpretations of relative frequencies and the
binomial, I found the likelihood of the later had less power. In fact, if I am
not mistaken, using allowing the prior to be a constant or variable resulted
in my spreadsheet calculations running out of resources. This was done in a
less precise and powerful way than using averages; by considering both sides
of the Bernoulli variable as two conditionals; so if one predicts the increase in
unit states the other side does it for zero states. The increase in successful
predictions goes hand in hand with the likelihood of what could be called a two-
sided probability function pr2 as opposed to a one-sided probability function pr1
where the Bernoulli variable works for only one conditional as appears to be the
case for the presuppositions of priors upon which Bayesian updating depends
on. With a property’s state PS, being 1 or 0 with a probability pr↑ or pr↓ ,
but undetermined with a pru when both sides are equal, more than one like the
figures on a die can be considered in conjunction;

Definition 1 Let 1− PSm be the zero states of a property’s measure

Definition 2 Let PSm be the unit states of a property’s measure

Definition 3 Let PSn be the sum of zero and unit states of a property’s measure

here are some of the more imprecise Decision Rules that I found:

DR 1.

pr↑ if(Sm ≥ 1, Sm/Sn + 1, 1− Sn/Sn + 1)
pr↓ if(Sm = 0, Sm + 1/Sn + 1, 1− Sm/Sn + 1)
prps if(pr↑ > pr↓, pr↑, if(pr↓ > pr↑, pr↓, pru))

DR 2.

pr↑ if(Sm ≥ 1, Sm/Sn + 1, 1− Sn/Sn + 1)
pr↓ if(Sn − Sm > Sm, 1− Sm/Sn + 1, Sn − Sm/Sn + 1)
prps if(pr↑ > pr↓, pr↑, if(pr↓ > pr↑, pr↓, pru))
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DR 3.

pr↑ if(Sm ≥ 1, Sm/Sn + 1, 1− Sn/Sn + 1)
pr↓ if(Sm = 0, 1− Sm/Sn + 1, Sm + 1/Sn + 1)
prps if(pr↑ > pr↓, pr↑, if(pr↓ > pr↑, pr↓, pru))

DR 1. was used to measure the relative frequency which the S&P 500 changed
direction; the actual point differences were not taken into account hence the
measure being fuzzy. DR 2. was only one successful prediction worse when it
came to predicting a change in the index’s direction, but had a better overall
score; 90/170 as opposed to 88/170. DR 3. just kept on predicting it would
fall, so could be no guarantee of success with a score of 80/170. Others I found
just crash; so no decisions could be made as to whether to place a buy or
sell order on a spread. What I think is important, is that it is not about the
data tending towards a limit, but the relation of the way the probabilities are
calculated to maximize the capture of variance. Given every sample space is
an image compiled of properties that have states, its relation given a manifold
to the different ways that the pr2’s can be calculated means that their identity
and difference as a particular composition does belong to every experience. Or
to put it otherwise, their likelihoods are invariant for the measure of the same
sets of a measured property but their actual composition is not.

Does this not present a huge challenge for hypothetical decision making as
the probability functions can be ranked by their modal significance in a way
that the use of trials and hypothesis significance testing cannot? The number
of properties being measured is significant if a comparison for their limits given
Bernoulli’s theorem is relevant. It therefore seems that confidence is maximal
for the probabilities in the sample if H0 ≥ 1/2 and minimal for H0 ≤ 1/2.
Randomness, then appears to hold by degree for the lack of correlation between
the probabilities and the states; as the reasons for the decisions become more
indeterminate, so to does appear the consequences for making them. H0 ≤ 1/2
can then be rejected if the methodological value of the belief in the propositions
that follow from it have a consequence which is being denied. Acceptance, would
also be a reason to reject what is true for the proportion of the properties states
given they conform to Hegel’s principle. Either way it is not about the trial and
empirical (as opposed to modal) notion of significance testing of hypothesis, but
the speculative value of the pr2’s determined by the modality of their relation.

With the pr2’s it is not just a question of what someone believes and the
fitting or correlation of the data with the presupposition of how it can be dis-
tributed, but the dependence of the data on their known conditions in conjunc-
tion with others still unknown. For the set of propositions belonging to the
speculative credence: Cs in opposition to the hypothetical one: Ch their can be
certainty that for the H0’s that all pr2(PSm1

≤ 1/2) is false. If true Ch would
imply the dialectic cannot be a function of reason, but if so then there must be
an argument for the notion that variance is opaque to the understanding of the
cognitive faculties of an agents disposition.
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When it comes to the precise measure of the unknown proportion of colored
balls drawn from an urn, the effectiveness of considering each color as a prop-
erty becomes evident when using higher rank pr2’s. This is because the number
of times a particular color is drawn as opposed to not drawn allows for the pre-
diction of its next state or states so providing a ground for the speculation about
its actual proportion. For more imprecise properties; where the information is
fuzzy, i.e. where the actual point difference of an index like the S & P 500 is
ignored in favor of its direction there also seems to be no problem. Not knowing
what the future holds does not make the hypothesis where the inference from a
cause to an effect is valid given its presupposition depends on that which is less
precise.

To understand why formal deductions have lead us astray and fail to pro-
vide a foundation based on hypothetical thinking about probabilities having a
speculative value, consider what Joachim[10] (1906 §60) says:

‘Coherence’is not to be interpreted as formal consistency. Coher-
ence of form, irrespective of the matter of cohering, is mere ‘valid-
ity’: at most a negative condition (or sin qua non) of the complete
truth, which the coherence notion professes to grasp. The ‘coher-
ence’, which is truth, is the concrete character of the significant
whole, in which form and matter cannot be severed from one an-
other, nor intelligibly considered apart. And nothing short of the
one all-inclusive significant whole-ideal or absolute experience- can
be completely coherent in this sense of the term. Hence truth for
the coherence-notion is the character of ideal or absolute experience;
and any partial experience (e.g. human knowledge) is true more or
less, according as it exhibits a character more or less approximating
to the complete coherence, or as according as ideal experience re-
veals itself more or less perfectly in it, as the substance of which it
is a modal expression.

This of course might not be a knowledge of what rational decision making entails
as Rozeboom (1960) asserts ‘. . . the primary aim of a scientific experiment is not
to precipitate decisions, but to make an appropriate adjustment in the degree
which one accepts, or believes, the hypothesis or hypotheses being tested.’,
so should the desire be to correct any misplaced confidence in the difference
between two different notions of inference? With spread betting it is to know
when to close an order so as reduce loss and maximize your gains given that
with a greater number of spreads even more correlations can be flagged.

Taking different notions of inference to be two alternatives among many is a
problem for NHD as Rozeboom implies when it comes to the 0.05% significance
level. His solution for the confidence report being not biased toward some
favoured hypothesis as with the NHST still seems problematic, as the so called
impartial and simultaneous evaluation of hypotheses still rely on the likelihood
of the alternatives empirical data under consideration.
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With this the imprecision of partial belief just become a more sophisticated
application of NHST. Even for the Bayesians use of conditionals, their relation
seems just as vague if no knowledge means all the alternatives are equally likely
when they are not.

There is a reason for not negating the difference between the partition, divi-
sion and classification of properties for the hypotheses of likelihood ratios from
the possible combination of their states proportion. A Correspondence; both
NHDM and Bayesian understanding of inference theory can be thought of as
one-sided; the combinations for one parameter that is disconnected from any
other. Its independence fails to capture the variance for the proportions of the
properties state as the priors can be assumed to be proportional by there like-
lihoods when they are not; properties are not naturally in a relation given by a
total number of combinatorial possibilities.

This is that the mutual exclusivity and exhaustiveness of the hypothesis
undermines the effectiveness of the probabilities functions having parts which
weigh the choices like to buy long or go short on a spread for an index. Eberhardt
and Danks (2011) expose this when they reveal: Moreover, much of the appeal
of Bayesianism (in contrast to logic-based models) results from the ability to
describe shifts in degree of belief that are not complete, i.e. where uncertainty
over the true hypothesis remains. In other words, no speculative reason is given
to prefer one probability over any other using Bayes Theorem to explain the
way different agents probabilities are updated.

1. People are Bayesian about learning and inference [explicit claim];

2. People choose the option that maximizes expected utility given their beliefs
[requirement of rationality];

Consider, just as an agents desires can change so too is it conceivable that the
subject’s decisions improve. I.e., those required to be a better mechanic. Is this
the picture that NHDM paints? Does it, just like the use of Bayes theorem beg
the question of maximising the expected utility of a decision given there can be
a rational desire to do so?; if the limitation of properties belonging to the choice
sets constitute a difference as opposed to mere independence. With both there
can be a power attributed to the reason for the utility of a heuristic:

with the method of inquiry; with the science of logic, you begin with a concept
e.g., properties, next you consider two opposing (not alternative) ways of under-
standing the concept, i.e., the speculative and the hypothetical (or problematic
thinking). Lastly you work out what their difference means; if knowledge is that
of phenomena or of a representation or abstractions of it.

Criteria 1) sound inference (method must be ground on reasons and their con-
sequences)

Criteria 2) uniform (absolute value of the method does not change in its relation
to other methods) for the conditions of a disposition
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Criteria 3) coherent for the modality of the relations (different properties do
not have their chances determined by a set of weaker or stronger methods of
calculating probabilities)

Rather than Lewis’ Principle principle[12] which fails to accommodate all there
is to believe about chance; which contradicts the significance of the modal rela-
tion for the pr2’s and the speculative value of their likelihood, or the Neyman-
Pearson and Fischer one that presupposes the significance of a distribution, for
the speculative logic you have the principle of the dialectic; grounding Green’s
inference:

D(C |M) = V (C) (1)

so for Cs but not Ch you get the credence with the actuality of a principle and
�, ♦ and O being greater than one with just three, two or one of those properties
holding for the credence to the nth power:

Cn
4 > Cn

3 > Cn
2 > Cn

1

Less powers, Cn−k
4 measures less properties. With(1) the predication of the wff’s

means the probability function can be ranked with a superscript to determine
their effectiveness: prω2 ≥ any other lesser power for all the proportions of their
properties states. With this notion of effectiveness you can go even further; for
a prω2 ’s the universal instantiation of it and the proportion of all their properties
states are greater than any other one lesser one that can be chosen. The anti-
version is then the least effective prω1 , while any other pr# can be correlated with
it. The propositions and method of a credence do not have a value determined
by it, as if its hypothesis’ are the effect of some mysterious cause, but rather
have a reason for which the dialectic of speculative logic reveals through their
consequences.
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